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kpop idols surprise attack to fans [cute & funny] - bts exo redvelvet got7 twice etc - duration: kpop jjangya 1,, views.

Twice debut in Japan on June 28, Contents [ show ] Pre-debut promotion In early February , Twice launched
their Japanese website and other social media channels. Large photos and ads of Twice were seen on the walls
of busy shopping districts and subway station in Tokyo on February 8. On February 24, they official
announced their debut in Japan on June 28, They have flew over to Japan Shibuya for filming. Twice are the
first K-pop group to be on Music Station in 5 years. Twice also appeared on NHK News, which they introduce
the group. Twice were also interviewed about hardships of having members from different nationalities and
how they work together as a group. The same day Twice performed "TT Japanese ver. On June 29â€”30,
letters "TT", which represent the title track, were displayed in bright pink lighting on the Japanese tourist
destination. The two showcases attracted a total of 15, fans. It is estimated that Twice to have made 1. Twice
Touchdown in Japan showcase On July , Twice held their 2 days Hi-touch event in Tokyo and Osaka, as a
thank you to all Japanese fans for supporting their debut, which drew in about 20, fans. The chance to
participate in the hi-touch was based on photocards from the TWICE album, with hi-touch tickets correlating
to the photocards. The music video has reached 10 million views after 5 days since release. Twice will be
attending the Japanese radio show "School of Lock" on October 19 where they will give advice on worries
that the callers send in. Twice performed " TT Japanese ver. This is the second time that Twice had been
invited to perform at Music Station. And the single is set to release on May The whole song was covered in
english. Both the song and music video was released digitally on June The next day, Twice was invited to the
Tokyo Girls Collection On the September 12 chart, it remains in No. The song will be available in late
October.
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TWICE's Surprise Mission-1@Shibuya. This feature is not available right now. Please try again later.

It is a good policy to bring an assortment of gifts for your trip. This way, if you are unexpectedly presented
with a gift, you will be able to reciprocate. The emphasis in Japanese business culture is on the ritual of
gift-giving, rather than the gift itself. For this reason, you may receive a gift that seems too modest, or
conversely, extravagant. An expensive gift will not be perceived as a bribe. A wrapped gift is often carried
inside a shopping bag to avoid ostentation and minimize any hint that a gift is about to be presented. The best
time to present a gift is toward the end of your visit. You can discreetly approach the recipient, indicating that
you have a small gift. Avoid giving a gift early in a relationship or at any conspicuous moment. A gift for an
individual should be given in private. If you are presenting a gift to a group of people, have all of the intended
recipients assembled. Present gifts with both hands. People will also take offense if you are in the presence of
a group of people and give a gift to one person, but fail to give one to the others who are present. Also, if
several gifts are presented to people of different status, opening them privately prevents any possible
comparisons. Before accepting a gift, it is polite to modestly refuse at least once or twice before finally
accepting. Ensure that your gifts are wrapped. The safest gift-wrapping choices are pastel-coloured papers,
without bows. Avoid wrapping a gift with brightly covered papers or bows. If you are invited to a Japanese
home, bring flowers [an uneven number], cakes or candy. If you receive a gift, be sure to reciprocate. Gifts in
pairs are considered lucky. APPRECIATED GIFTS imported scotch, cognac, bourbon, brandy or fine wines
[top-quality brands only] frozen steaks electronic toys [if children are on your gift-list] cuff links something
that reflects the interests and tastes of the recipient a simple commemorative photograph [i. White flowers of
any kind should be avoided. There is also a superstition that potted plants encourage sickness. Giving four or
nine of anything is considered unlucky. Red Christmas cards should be avoided, since funeral notices are
customarily printed in this colour. Japan Business Etiquette - Gift Giving. The flag of Japan.
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they literally have 3 Japanese girls in their group.. their whole concept is practically akb48 (that's not an insult) they do
weird trend things that.

Instead you sign up to become a member and pay monthly. You receive surprise boxes until you cancel. And
people do eventually cancel. What I wanted to know was: No computer or even a phone with me. That means
that if I do some clever marketing and manage to get new people to join, then after a month 50 of those would
be left. After another month, 25 of those would be left and so on. Because of this fall-off, even if you run a
subscription business forever, you will not have infinite customers. Instead you reach a steady-state number.
In a given month, you will have the new members that you managed to bring in through the door that month.
But you will also have people remaining from the previous months. Even if you run the business for a million
years, you will still only have members. The two things you can improve are either bringing in more people,
or making cancellations less likely. Stand back, I know Python I quickly bicycled home to see what the answer
would be, accidentally spreading sand from the beach all over the floor rushing to my computer too quickly. I
fired up Python and first checked the previous result. How the member count improves as cancel rate goes
down is surprisingly steep. Get the cancel rate to Conclusion Every time your cancel rate halves, your
member count doubles. What I hope you take away from this, besides beaches being the best thing about
living seaside in rural Japan, is this: Make your customers twice as happy, and you can get away with
spending only half as much on marketing.
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As unbelievable as it sounds, some Korean netizens didn't realize TWICE's Mina was pretty until now - and they're being
attacked by her sudden beauty.

It was their first time visiting Japan and I wanted to write about their impressions of Japan. They were both
really impressed with everything that they saw in Tokyo, Kyoto, Hiroshima, Nara and Okayama. Japan has an
extremely efficient transportation network. Since we live in California and rely mainly on our cars to go
anywhere, my friends were surprised to see such an advanced public transportation system. Trains that arrive
and depart on time, clear and quiet rides, a electronic pass system the works on trains, buses, taxis, and even
can be used to buy things at the convenience store. Sophisticated customer service Japanese business treats
their customers as God. My friends were very surprised with how polite the cashier at the convenient store
was. My friends also love hello kitty and sanrio so they were delighted to see all these girly shops. Streets in
Japan are so narrow. My American friends and myself were worried because the street was so narrow that we
thought that we were going to hit the oncoming car. In America, we have a luxury of driving 3 or 4 lanes on
each side of the road so it was a huge cultural shock for them. As broke college students it was a little hard for
us to eat out all three meals a day so we tried to just get a few snacks once a day to cut down the costs. Japan
is very green My friends arrived at Narita International Airport and on our way from the airport to the hotel,
they were impressed with all these mountains and greenery they saw. They thought it was so beautiful but they
seem a little overwhelmed with the contrast between the suburb and the crowded Tokyo. Even the ones
standing up! Japanese people seem to have an amazing ability to sleep on the train and yet wake up at their
exact stop. Earthquakes and Typhoons Unfortunately earthquakes and typhoons are part of life in Japan and
foreign tourists often experience both. We were eating at a restaurant and suddenly we felt it start to shake.
Japanese children were waiving to my American friends They thought that Japanese children are the cutest
thing because when we were walking to Kinkakuji in Kyoto, a group of Japanese elementary school students
started to waive at us.. Japanese people slurp noodles We went to traditional ramen restaurant because I
wanted my friends to know that Japan has much better ramen than the instant cup noodles sold in America!
We were all excited and got seated when they heard this older Japanese man really enjoying his ramen. He
was shamelessly slurping the noodles and so I had to explain that in Japan slurping your noodles is a show of
how good it tastes. Japanese people are so skinny One of my friend is from the Midwest and at that time she
was overweight and both of them realized how petite average Japanese people are. They were really impressed
with the equipment, food service and we actually ended up going back there one more time before leaving
Japan. Young children taking the train by themselves. It was a little shock for my friends. Even though
American culture preaches the importance of being independent, parents are usually very protective of their
children. Japan is a relatively safe country so parents feel safe about letting their children be alone, but in
America someone would call child protective service if they saw a child taking the subway by themselves.
Japanese people trying to practice English One of my friend used to study Japanese so she was able to order
food in Japanese but everywhere she went, when she tried to start the conversation in Japanese, she would
always get a response in English. So when they talk to a foreigner they usually will try to practice their
English. The customer is God for business.
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"TWICE AIRLINES"Teaser 2å‹•ç”»å…¬é–‹!

Here in Indonesia, the number of Twice fans are starting to grow with each day and perhaps for good reasons.
This article here will go in an in depth look on Twice. For you who deem yourselves Twice fans, be sure to
check this article! At first, before they truly debuted in front of an audience, Twice only has 7 members which
are Nayeon, Jeongyeon, Jihyo, Sana, Mina, Dahyun, and Chaeyoung. After a thoughtful consideration, Park
Jin-Young himself added 2 more members, Tzuyu and Momo, adding to a tally of 9 girls in the group. The
inclusion of Tzuyu and Momo sparked a controversy though, because Jin-Young included two losers of
Sixteen into the list of Twice members. Their debut was at 20th of October with a mini album titled The Story
Begins. The Members of Twice Twice has 9 girls in it. This, in my opinion, is a very nice thing. She was born
in South Korea back in the first day of February This Aquarius is measured at centimetres and weigh 56
kilograms. She has O as her blood type and favour men with whom she could be herself. Oh, and she has been
a trainee in JYP for 10 years. Im Na Yeon Nayeon is considered as the second lead vocalist of the group, just
behind Jihyo. Nayeon was born in South Korea September 22nd and is a Virgo. She is centimetre tall and is 47
kilograms in weight. Her zodiac sign is Scorpio and her blood type is O. Her height is centimetres and her
weight is 50 kilograms. She adore someone who is funny and someone who can amuse her, so if you find
yourself to be a funny person, perhaps you can try your luck with her. Oh right, she is the sister of Gong
Seung Yeon, an actress from SM who i consider as one the most beautiful korean actress. Hirai Momo Momo
is one of the group main dancer. She hails from Japanese, making her one of the non-native member of Twice.
She was born in November 9 and is a Scorpio. Her blood type is A and she is centimetres in height and 48
kilograms in weight. She is the best dancer in Twice. Minatozaki Sana Sana, just like Momo, is Japanese. She
is the vocalist and the lead dancer of Twice and she was born in December 29 This Capricorn girl is
centimetres and weigh around 48 kilograms. Her blood type is B and she loves a good smelling fragrance. As
someone who studied ballet for 11 years, it is only right for her to be another lead dancer in the girl group. She
was born in March 24 , and is measured at centimetres and 46 kilograms. She is a South Korean ever since she
was born, which was back in May 28 She is centimetres and 48 kilograms with O as her blood type. She lives
in South Korea and is the shortest member in the group with centimetres. She weigh 48 kilograms and her
blood type is B. She was born in Taiwan back in June 14 and is a Gemini. She is the tallest member in Twice
with cm. Her blood type is A and has gained the nickname chocolate because of her dark complexion. Until
now, there no twice member who played in a popular Korean Drama. Ever since they debuted back in , Twice
has got many popular songs. That is a LOT for a debutant like them. Twice â€” Ooh Aah.
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6: Twice (band) - Wikipedia
Twice (Hangul: íŠ¸ì™€ì•´ìŠ¤; Japanese: ãƒˆã‚¥ãƒ¯ã‚¤ã‚¹) is a South Korean girl group formed by JYP Entertainment
through the reality show Sixteen. The group is composed of nine members: Nayeon, Jeongyeon, Momo, Sana, Jihyo,
Mina, Dahyun, Chaeyoung, and Tzuyu.

Twice album See more ideas about Korean girl groups, Kpop girl groups and Kpop girls. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. The album debuted at 2 on the Oricon daily
album chart and sold , copies within its first four days of release. Limited Time Sale Easy Return. The
year-old singer is officially the first female artist to win twice in the Best Latin Pop Album category at
Grammys. Intro made me cry twice. The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its
original packaging where packaging is applicable. Tully soundtrack from , composed by Various Artists, Rob
Simonsen. Acclaimed rockers The Mother Hips will soon embark on a tour in support of Chorus, their first
album of new material in five years. At first glance the songs appear disparate but look closer and a theme
emerges, these are songs of jealousy, deceit and obsession all chosen by Payne for their emotional content.
The title track was used as the lead track. Released by Back Lot Music in containing music from Tully A
short preview of the new track has also been revealed in the video below! The mini album will be released on
November 5. Twice included Japanese re-recordings of their biggest singles and was the first time Twice has
confirmed that it will release a third album this year. It was released on June 28, and consists a total of ten
songs including Japanese versions of all their Korean title tracks so far. The group is composed of: Download
lagu Terbaru mudah, Cepat, nyaman. By using our website, you agree to the use of cookies as described in our
Cookie Policy. The New York Times reported on Tuesday that twice as many people died in Oregon from
meth use in than from heroin overdoses. Pop singer, Shakira, marked a historical feat at the Grammys on
Sunday, when she became the first artist to win Best Latin Pop Album twice. Christina Aguilera Twice mp3
Download. TWICE has shared a new cover image that will be used for the digital version of the album!
Updated April 7 KST: TWICE has released previews of their new tracks! Here is a song from Think Twice
called Uyaganga. Collection of YouTube music video data. September 19, Last week, House of Heroes
announced a special concert to honor the year anniversary of their fan favorite, and critically-acclaimed, album
The End is Not the End. While not much has been released yet about the comeback we have gotten the overall
schedule leading up to the alum release. Her reaction is twice the 6th mini album. Summer Nights Release
Date: So, check t out below! So, their BDZ is just as bright as one would think. The album, which is set for
release on Sept. Com adalah tempat Gudang lagu paling besar, menjadi pilihan pertama untuk anda. Warner M
Buy your favourite twice album online in Malaysia. Will release on 6th Nov, Grendel - Flux Remix by
Xenturion Prime 3. Available on CD, vinyl LP and limited edition cassette. Notify me of new posts by email.
The MV is completed in a documentary format, capturing the moments from twice the 6th mini album.
Christina Aguilera has shared another song off her forthcoming album Liberation. It peaked at number 8 on
the UK singles chart. Browse Pop Oh Ver Stove available right now. Packaging should be the same as what is
found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail
packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. The music video for the song was filmed in Canada in
early September. Discover recipes, home ideas, style inspiration and other ideas to try. Views per day, most
viewed in various categories, views per artist, and a lot more. It is the perfect sound that goes nicely with their
voice. The Mother Hips have added a handful of dates to the run, which Twice is the first S. Ranking of K-pop
album sales in 1. Intro made me cry twice â€” iamcardib iamcardib November 7, Whether or not the album is
complete is not yet clear. The album consists of 5 tracks from previous single releases and 5 brand new tracks
including their title track "BDZ". Watch the official video for "The Grey" now. Notify me of follow-up
comments by email. The new girl group would essentially inherit the cute concepts that defined Twice and
Twice would start branching out and doing new things. This is my album review for their album release,
including the physical album only song, Stuck. The 13 track album which features a number of guest
appearances accepted Nigerian Starboy, Wizkid twice. The hip-hop diva has teased fans about what to expect
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from the mysterious LP. Twice released their first full-length Korean album, Twicetagram, on October 30 with
its lead single titled "Likey". Vieon - High Concept 2. The IDOL singers have topped the Billboard album
charts twice â€” becoming the first Korean act to do so â€” sold out a world tour, and gained a whole new
Beat: Cancer Tour by Various Artists, released 01 August 1. And while they are topping charts, the group also
unveiled a repackaged version of their fifth mini-album, What Is Love? Nikmatilah setiap kebersamaan yang
ada sebelum kau hanya bisa mengenangnya. Korean girl group in Japan to receive platinum certification more
than , unit sales for a single and album in the same year. W ith this album they reinvent the cute concept they
have owned since their debut and turned it into a brand â€” new notion; with far more depth than previous
singles such as Likey, the focus of this album is exploring new and first love in a very October 10, SEOUL,
Oct. Some would argue that neither of the Migos solo albums have been absolute hits. Thank you for sticking,
swapping and sharing! The Panini Digital Sticker album is now closed. Although just only a half of passed by,
the physical album sale battle among famous artists has become more drastic than ever. Where Once felt
studied and underdeveloped at times, this record is bursting with energy and memorable songs. Find Twice
credit information on AllMusic Primary Artist 3rd Mini Album: Recently, in a popular online forum in Korea,
a user posted a review of the album sales of Kpop artists in up till now. We are J-Pop lovers who want to share
with you all we have. A repackaged version titled Summer Nights was released three months later. Mariah
Carey just sent her lambs into a frenzy moments ago. Their debut followed MNet survival show, Sixteen. May
15, Explore gil. A post shared by Shakira shakira on Jan 28, at 3: Christina Milian is the latest celebrity target
by burglars. The album was released digitally and physically on September 12, by Warner Music Japan. We and our partners - use cookies to deliver our services and to show you ads based on your interests. Yes Or Yes
is the album of this song which is released on 5th November Parents surprise their daughter with a candy
bong. This supermassive black hole is located in the galaxy nicknamed J located about million light years
from Earth. Available with an Apple Music subscription. In a new update posted to social media, the band
revealed they will begin demoing new material in October with their eyes set on a release. The release date is
Nov. The second and final single from the album was the title track, Live Twice, released on 10 January
Twice shared a teaser image for the single Sunday on Twitter that showed a campsite on the beach at night.
The song was premiered on May 11, The group is currently composed of nine members: It also ranked 2 on
the Oricon weekly album chart, and remained in the top 10 for six consecutive weeks and the top 30 for ten
consecutive weeks. W ith this album they reinvent the cute concept they have owned since their debut and
turned it into a brand â€” new notion; with far more depth than previous singles such as Likey, the focus of
this album is exploring new and first love in a very Album Zip MP3. Ru -
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The latest Tweets from TWICE JAPAN OFFICIAL (@JYPETWICE_JAPAN). TWICE JAPAN OFFICIAL Twitter.

The emphasis is on the act of giving rather than the gift itself. The value of the gift is of less importance than
the presentation and thoughtfulness in which it is presented. In Japan, gifts are given on anniversaries ,
weddings, births, graduations, and housewarmings. Though traditionally gifts are not given for birthdays or
Christmas, this is becoming a modern Japan gift giving custom. Gifts or Omiyage souvenirs given to family,
friends and co-workers are expected upon returning from a trip. After receiving a gift, the Japanese send a
"thank you" gift called an O-kaeshi. These thank you gifts are common for illnesses , funerals, weddings and
births. The value of this gift usually equals half the value of the original gift. Business Gift Giving Business
gift giving in Japan is more extravagant and prestigious when humility is not the focus. Companies spend
large sums of money on gifts to their clients and customers. With businesses gift giving, a sense of
competition develops to give the most original or thoughtful gift. Gift giving in Japan is a central part of
Japanese business etiquette. Bring a range of gifts for your trip so if you are presented with a gift you will be
able to reciprocate. It may be seen as a promotional item and be viewed as cheap. Local food specialties from
your region are appreciated. The emphasis in Japanese business culture is on the ritual of gift-giving, rather
than the gift itself. For this reason, you may receive a gift that seems too modest, or conversely, extravagant.
Expensive gifts are common. An expensive gift will not be perceived as a bribe. It is customary to comment
that the gift you are presenting, even if it is extravagant, is "tsumaranai mon" ["an uninteresting or dull thing"].
This statement is meant to convey, "Our relationship is more important than this trivial item. If you are
presenting a gift to a group of people, have them all present. The correct Japanese etiquette is to present and
receive gifts with both hands. Before accepting a gift it is polite to refuse at least once or twice before
accepting. Personal Gift Giving For Weddings , the traditional Japanese gift giving custom is to give money to
the couple. Upon returning from their honeymoon, the newly-weds bring back souvenirs to give to their
wedding guests. Money should be given in an envelope and the number of bills should be an odd number as
superstition suggests that the couple may split if the money can be evenly divided in two. Buddhist Prayer
Beads or juzu are often given as a keepsake for this occasion. For her colleagues and other male friends, she
gives obligatory chocolate giri choco. For the sick , flowers are the customary gift in Japan, and are the most
popular gift to take along to the hospital. Keep in mind when choosing a gift that some flowers and plants are
not appropriate to give, such as: Such flowers like Chrysanthemums or the quantity of 4, 9 or 13 are
considered bad luck. Potted plants are seen as inappropriate gifts for the sick people because it is believed that
the illness will become more severe by taking "deeper root". Major Gift Giving Holidays The two most
popular occasions for gift giving in Japan happen twice a year. Ochugen falls during the middle of the year
and Oseibo falls at the end of the year. Ochugen originated as an offering to families who had a death in the
first half of the year and still takes place two weeks before Obon, the Japanese holiday for honoring the dead.
Nowadays, gifts are given as a gesture of gratitude to the people who are close to them. Bosses, colleagues,
parents and relatives are common recipients. Oseibo is more widely observed and began from the custom of
placing offerings on ancestors graves. Oseibo gifts are typically given to friends, colleagues, teachers, clients
or customers, and to anyone he or she is indebted to. These gifts are specifically given to pay back favors
received during the year. The recipient can accurately determine the value of the relationship by the monetary
value of the gift. Oseibo gifts are typically sent out by the 20th of December. Gifts commonly given for
Ochugen and Oseibo range from department store items to food and alcoholic beverages. People receiving
gifts for these occasions usually express their gratitude either by writing or calling the person who gave them
the gift. Gift Wrapping In Japanese culture, the presentation of the gift is as important as the gift itself. There
are many customs and rules specifically related to the wrapping of the gift that play an important part of the
gift giving custom. They even go so far as to imply your feelings towards the person receiving the gift. Our
Japanese Gift Wrapping guide goes into more detail on this subject. Re-Gifting Postings online suggest that
re-gifting is an acceptable practice in Japanese culture. Consider bringing a small souvenir that represents your
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hometown to give to your host especially food. If the gift is not wrapped, make sure to express lots of
appreciation whether you like it or not. Ask some questions about the gift to show your interest. Gifts in pairs
are considered lucky. The numbers eight and three are also considered lucky. Eight stands for prosperity and
three stands for birth. Money should be given in an envelope. Gifts to Avoid Lilies, lotus blossoms, and
camellias are associated with funerals. White flowers of any kind are gifts to be avoided. There is also a
superstition that potted plants encourage sickness. Giving four or nine of anything is considered unlucky. This
superstition seems to be less important nowadays. Red Christmas cards should be avoided, since funeral
notices are customarily printed in this color. Avoid blowing your nose in front of others. Paper tissues should
be used. You should not eat while standing up. You should always be seated. Exceptions are made for eating
at a counter or eating ice cream. Do not point using fingers, feet or chopsticks. Pointing gestures should be
made with waving fingers and the palm of your hand facing downward. In general, you should keep your real
opinion honne to yourself and be polite by offering public opinions tatemae that are meant to maintain
harmony. Avoid interrupting people while talking or when they are getting ready to speak. Business cards
should be given and accepted with both hands in formal situations.
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